
Year 3 Spring 1 Overview 2022

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7

English George’s
Marvellous
Medicine

Independent write

The Iron Man
A non-fiction encyclopedia page about the Iron Man

Myths
After looking at a range of myths, we will be writing our own myth based on

a ‘Just So’ story

Spelling Revision of KS1 rules

SPaG
Sequential

conjunctions
Imperative verbs

Nouns and
pronouns
Adverbs

Simple and compound sentences
Prepositions

Pronouns

Simple and compound sentences
Irregular past tense verbs

Speech punctuation including inverted commas
Varying adjectives and verbs

Reading The Last Bear

Maths Multiplication and Division

Science Healthy Me - learning about nutrition, food groups and how our skeletons and muscles work

P.E. Multi Skills - A range of transferable skills through games

Games Hockey - In these lessons, the children will learn the basic skills for both invasion games and begin to put these into small games

Computing Computing Systems and Networks - Understanding what a computer system and network is
E-Safety - Self Image and Identity - Learning about how people can represent themselves online

E-Safety - Online Bullying - Learning how to get support if someone is unkind online
Geography La Plagne - Learning about the location of France within Europe, and La Plagne within France. Beginning to compare different aspects of La

Plagne with Southampton
R.E. Creation - Hindu and Christian creation stories

PDL Building Relationships - Learn strategies to target bullying and ways to communicate effectively

DT Salad Nicoise - designing and creating our own versions of the French classic, but with a twist

French Colours and Phrases - Children learn more colours and simple phrases

Music French Folk Songs - Learning to sing and play simple French songs in different parts, using a different types of notation


